DOROTHY PHILLIPS

“Hurricane’s Gal”

The Big First National Thrill Special

— Also —

MUSICAL PROLOGUE

TIDELEAD LEASE HELD UP BY HARBOR SURVEY

A. R. Robbins’ Application Refused by City Council; Will Await Engineer’s Report.

No further steps may be taken by the City Council in the matter of the tidelead lease of the A. R. Robbins property at the mouth of San Diego Bay until a harbor survey has been made and submitted to the City. The Robbins property is located on a point of land which is known as a ‘bullhead’ of post development.

Joseph W. Brown, a member of the City Council, made a survey of the Robbins property for the purpose of securing a report which could be used as a basis for a harbor survey. The Robbins property is located on a point of land which is known as a ‘bullhead’ of post development.

The Robbins property is located on a point of land which is known as a ‘bullhead’ of post development.

MOORE MOVEMENT GAINS STRENGTH IN IMPERIAL

County Leaders Who Once Thought Johnson Unbeatable, Now Feel That Conditions Have Changed and That Moore Will Win by Comfortable Margin.

Since the former Johnson campaign, the Moore camp has been making a strong bid for the Imperial County vote. The campaign is being conducted by a group of county leaders who were once supporters of Johnson. The leaders are now convinced that Moore will win by a comfortable margin.

The former Johnson campaign was conducted by a group of county leaders who were once supporters of Johnson. The leaders are now convinced that Moore will win by a comfortable margin.

COUNCIL GRANTS FRANCHISE FOR TWENTY-FIFTH ST.

Measure Contains Clause Giving City Authority to Regulate Schedule.

The city council yesterday decided to grant a franchise to the Twenty-Fifth Street Railway company. The franchise contains a clause giving the city authority to regulate the schedule of the railway company.